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ABSTRACT 

Deconstruction seems to be the terminus of all modern literary theories, 
and it worries Christians because they feel it threatens all language and 
communication. After a brief survey of the philosophical and linguistic 
background which underlies deconstruction, three essentially parallel 
routes are explored for ways of challenging this claim, and in the process 
trying to show how the existence of deconstructive reading can actually 
be of help to Christian study of the Bible. The first argument is 
philosophical, using Wittgenstein (twice) to show what exactly decon
struction is arguing for. The second argument focuses the first by 
locating the problems in some common Christian attempts to refute 
deconstruction, which is shown to be an unattainable and in any case 
misguided goal. The third argument tracks the same course with 
reference to particular deconstructive readings of the Bible, showing 
that even in the midst of major reservations and sometimes complete 
disagreement with the conclusions thereby reached, in almost every case 
the deconstructive reading underlines the points of benefit which 
Christians should find in deconstruction. Finally, some brief suggestions 
are made for making theological progress towards situating deconstruc
tion on the Christian hermeneutical map. 

1. WHEELS WITHIN WHEELS 

Howard Marshall touches on a sensitive issue when he cites the 
Christian who said to him: 'It seems to me that hermeneutics is simply a 
way of getting round the message of the parts of Scripture that you don't 
like,') Certainly it is true that once one starts asking about how the 
language of the Bible functions then the questions are never-ending. 
And biblical hermeneutics has tended to follow changing fashions in 
secular literary criticism, generally lagging a few years behind,2 which 
only serves to heighten the discomfort. Should we buy into it at all? And 
if so, how far? Deconstruction looms like the primeval chaos monster 
stirring up the watery formlessness of textual indeterminacy, and no less 

,an author-ity than Stephen Moore has applauded Fred Burnett's 
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challenging remark that 'reader-response criticism is the last "dec?m
pression chamber" for many biblical critics before they surface mto 
postmodernism,.3 For evangelicals it all seems a long way from the 
'robust relevance' of the 'plain literal sense in interpreting Scripture', as 
one recent evangelical symposium puts it, barely concealing its disd~in 
for 'the tinkling cymbals of fanciful literary theories and the gratmg 
cacophony of the deconstructionists,.4 How then should we read? 

Deconstruction, being strategy rather than method, can never be 
defined, and so the purpose of this introduction is, as Derrida might say, 
to situate it. 

Once upon a time words came with ideas attached. They carried them 
around with some kind of ontological relationship and thus imbued 
sentences with a thing called meaning. Furthermore, words obviously 
talked about the real world, the same world, in fact, that the speaking 
subject inhabited. This state of affairs fell apart through .the twentieth 
century as Wittgenstein and others gradually came to r~ahse that w~rds 
do not 'have meanings' in any ontological sense, but pIck up meanmgs 
by convention. Words and world were rent asunder: 

This is of particular interest to all those trymg to make true 
statements. 'The cat sat on the mat' turns out not to be true because 
there is a cat sitting on the mat (the correspondence theory) but because 
the way in which language fits into some kind of interlocking web 
suitably picks out the characteristics of non-linguistic 'facts' in a coherent 
way (the coherence theory). There are, if you will, two wheels: the 
linguistic and the non-linguistic, and on each we constr~ct webs. of 
conventional organisation which approximate to our expenence of hfe. 

And so semiotics arrived on the scene: the study of signs, which could 
only really happen after signs had become accepted in their own right 
apart from meanings. And it equally became a big question .abo~t how 
exactly the semiotic wheel related to the other wheel (whIch m turn 
seemed to admit of several levels: the physical, the spiritual, the 
psychological ... ). All that seemed to unite the different approaches to 
this question was the conviction that in some sense they did relate. 

This conviction lasted until deconstruction came on the scene. 
Deconstruction, in this account, is the process of spinning the semiotic 
wheel: loosening it from its moorings in relation to the real world and 
watching the signs slide past the signifieds in eternal expectatio~ that at 
some point the word will relate to some entity. But of course It never 
does, at least not permanently. Meaning is always deferred as the wheel 
spins, and can only be guessed at by noting the difference between one 
word (sign) and another. The defer/differ concept is captured (provisio
nally?) by Derrida's French neologism: differance. The spinning concept 
is more usually called slippage. . 

Jacques Derrida was of the opinion that we had been held captive by a 
picture of some permanent connection between the two wheels: some: 
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transc~nd~ntal signified. This might have been God, or some metaphysi
cal pnnclple, but the crunch was that such a link did not exist. 
Communication was only possible by fixing an arbitrary link between 
the wh.eels, and whatever .link you chose immediately suggested some 
other lmk, usually subversIve of the first one. Deconstruction has been 
portray~d. as p~ofoundly atheistic; at times nihilistic; and seemingly self
undermmmg: It would seem to offer little of use to Christian biblical 
scholarship. 

However, it is our thesis that this portrayal has to some extent been 
mista~en, being based on what seems at times to be a simple misunder
st~ndmg of what deco?struction really is. We shall argue that the 
eXlsten~e of deco.nstructIve strategy is of benefit to biblical and theologi
cal studIes, both m terms of particular readings and wider reflections on 
scholarly strategy; and also that any analysis of deconstruction which 
stops short of considering its spirituality is necessarily flawed. How, 
then, to substantiate such a claim? 

11. FACTS, FALL AND FREEPLAY 

We start by examining two sides of the same coin. Firstly, in what sense 
n:tus~ we understand. this notion of slippage in meaning and loss of the 
slgmfie~? Secondly, I~ what sense does deconstruction actually intend to 
undermme texts, or IS there a better way of formulating its purpose? 
These questions will lead us to two different figures both of whom are 
Wittgenstein. ' 

Longm.an cautiously situates deconstruction apart from general liter
ary theones, correctly noting that it self-consciously sets out to question 
the whole author/text/reader debate about where meaning is located.5 
In.a survey notable for its refusal to pass simplistic judgment he refers to 
Mlchael Edwards' unusual perspective on Derrida as worthy of further 
exploration: the thesis that the slippage which we encounter in texts is 
the result of the fall, and that there is genuine miscommunication in 
language as a result of this. 6 Noting the link between deconstruction's 
onslaught on.log?c~ntrism (word-centredness) and the prominent place 
of the logos m blbhcal thought, Edwards writes: 

To deconstruct logocentrism is to discover the fallacy not of Logos 
bu~ of what our wordly metaphysics has made of it, by proceeding 
as If there were no Fall. 7 

He further notes how John 1 itself makes clear that just as the elusive 
p~esence of the logos may be described as light, it sets that presence at a 
dlsta~ce from human beings, who perceive it from darkness. He 
desc~lbes the present affe as 'the crisis of the sign, which we are aware of 
passmg th~ough now'. E~wards sees deconstruction as explaining the 
pr~bl~matIc natur~ of a faI~h based on a (problematic) book, and that 
whIle ItS sense of hterature IS impeccable it does not ultimately connect 
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with the Bible but merely parodies it because, ironically enough, it does 
not take humanity's fallenness ser.iously.9. . 

This is a remarkable and disarmmg argument, whIch seems t~ contam 
a profound half-truth. He is surely correct to tackle deconstructIon hea? 
on in this way without the futile attempt to try and show that what IS 
being done ca~not be done. But the apparently un perceived corollar~ ~f 
this argument is that in a non-fallen state language does not exhl~lt 
differance: the wheels stop slipping past each other and, perhaps, whIrr 
contentedly together. What would such a world look like? If we have 
understood Edwards correctly such a world would, in the absence of 
fallenness, join sign and signified together n~ver to be. p~t asunder, and 
hence sentences would look a lot like facts, I.e. descnptIOn.s .of the real 
world. Names would refer directly to objects, and proposItIons. ~ould 
combine them in certain ways. This will all sound very famIlIar to 
anyone who has read Wittgenstein's Tractatus, since it is entirely ~hat 
he set out to do. IQ He did it very well, but subsequently came to behev~ 
that it had not been an appropriate thing to do. Doubtless Ed~ards 
version would be different, or ~~rhws in a no~-faJlen world Wlttgen
stein's infamous closing propOSItIOn would sImply not refer to ver,Y 
much; but the problem is that Wittgenstein's whole approach here IS 
reductionist in its view of what language can do. Why can we not 
celebrate the glorious indeterminacy of language? Where would be 
literature, poetry, jokes or subtlety, let alo~e gen~ral .e~ery?ay com
munication, in such a scheme? Thus, to explam aJl hngUlstlc slIppage as 
a result of the faJlenness of this world would prove too much. 

Our second approach to this same question (which mig~t ?e seen ~s 
the adoption of a different set of signs to attack the same slgmfieds) wl~1 
attempt to chart the forbidding terrain of wh~t exactly decon~tructIO~ IS 
saying about a particular text .when. we bo~l down. ~he phIlosophIcal 
pyrotechnics to the confrontatIon WIth .a gIVen ~ntmg. A~d here a 
surprise is in store for any who feel that ItS essentIal purpose IS to deny 
communication. . 

There is a standard argument which evangelicals tend to be very qUIck 
to mount against deconstruction: it is self-refuting. The argument comes 
with more or less philosophical sophisticati(;)O at different ~imes, but 
never quite seems to escape a ba~lc cOnfUSI?n about who IS .a~tually 
trying to prove what. Take Dernda reflectmg on Searle wntmg on 
Derrida: 

The answer is simple enough, this definition of the. deconstruc
tionist is false (that's right: false, not true) and feeble: It supposes a 
bad (that's right: bad, not good) and feeble reading of numerous 
texts, first of all mine, which therefore must finally be read or re-
read. 12 

Well, says Derrida's interlocutor (who in this case was actually the: 
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linguistic philosopher John Searle), here Derrida is clearly intending to 
be understood, and so some texts do indeed communicate, and hence he 
has contradicted his basic claim. 

The problem with the argument is this: good deconstruction (beware 
pale systematic imitations!) was never trying to deny all communication. 
Rather, it was intending to show that when written (or linguistic) 
communication takes place, as it does all the time, it does so only by the 
assertion of the existence of a meaning which can never finally be pinned 
down to the words which carried it. The problem which deconstruction 
attacks, therefore, is less communication per se, and more any attempt 
to systematise or claim to understand communication objectively. It is 
the latter, and not the former, which constantly eludes us because of the 
slippage, and subtle though some might find this distinction, it is the 
basis for the whole existence of deconstruction as a philosophy rather 
than its half-baked cousin: the deconstructive method. 13 

Thus de constructive freeplay, as its handling of texts is often called, is 
far from being the nihilistic device it is sometimes made to seem. As 
Seeley puts it: 

The point of deconstruction is not to make nonsense of a text, but 
to locate structural, systemic faultlines within it. 14 

Deconstruction is often misunderstood as allowing readers to 
attribute to the text any meanin.p they desire. But . . . nothing 
could be further from the truth. L 

Space does not permit elaboration of this point, although the celebrated 
Derrida/Searle exchange is ably documented; 16 but it is clear that 
certain Christians have to some extent been fighting a straw man. 

With this formulation of deconstruction it also becomes clear why the 
later Wittgenstein becomes the point of appeal for those trying to 
'refute' deconstruction. The argument would be that Wittgenstein 
showed how language worked conventionally, that communication does 
not in fact admit of systematic explanation, and that the success of our 
conventions undercuts the de constructive attempt to show that they do 
not work. There is mileage in this, as Norris has pointed out in general, 
and Anthony Thiselton has shown with more specific reference to the 
application of deconstruction to biblical studies. 17 

But at this point there seems to be a confusion about who is proving 
what. The parallels between Wittgenstein's anti-programmatic pro
gramme, as we might call it, and Derrida's anti-systematic system have 
been helpfully explored elsewhere,18 and there is perhaps a sense in 
which Wittgenstein himself deconstructs linguistic philosophy. Thus, 
~hat is being shown by an appeal to Wittgenstein, if anything, is the 
Important sense in which deconstruction is correct in its analysis of a 
certain kind of problem: i.e. the belief that understanding and system-
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atisation is objectively rooted in texts; but th.at ~t the s~m~ time t~is 
need not be a matter of concern. For the apphcatlon to b.lbl.lcal stud.les 
the point would be this: deconstruction. show~ that every blbhcal rea?mg 
offers with it the possibility of readmg dlffer~nt1y. Therefore,. m a 
certain sense, every reading is fundamentally blase?, or to put .It. less 

rovocatively, every reading can be traced to .cert~m presupposItIOns .. 
~ut put like this it is difficult to see why in pr~n~lple It need .be a problem 
for Christian study of the Bible, unless Chnsttans are trymg to de~en? 
their reading on the essentially Enlightenment grounds that It IS 
objectively the only valid one. . . . 

In order to draw out the argument further at thIs pom~ wIthout 
becoming too abstract we will adopt two furthe~ routes to I!, before 

icking up the theme of moving beyond the Enhghtenment m. a final 
~ection on the wider implications of this study. Our first route wIll be.to 
look at the way that Christian writers have attempted .to deal wIth 
deconstruction, including a close reading of the self-ret:utatlOn argument 
alluded to above. Our second route will b~ t.o examme .what ac~ually 
happens in deconstructive reading of the blbhcal text, wIth the aIm of 
showing how the existence of deconstruction can be an ally of sorts for 
more traditional Christian concerns. 

Ill. CHRISTIAN RESPONSES TO DECONSTRUCTION 

On a theoretical level deconstruction has prompte? reflections on the 
task and nature of theology. Thiselton helpfully clanfies the two types of 
issues at stake here by asking: 

What elements of deconstructionist theories of texts and langu~ge 
genuinely rest on principles of semiotics rather than on a doctnne 
or world-view which is clothed in semiotic dress? 19 

Indeed, the whole discussion of method becomes lar~ely .a discussio~ of 
orld-view as with the attempts to make deconstructlOn m.to some kmd 

~f bulwark 'for a theology open to questioning. It i~ not eVIdent that ,!"e 
can claim to have deduced a correct un~ers~and~ng of how meamng 
arises, just because we have noticed .that It anses m som~o sens~ out of 
the interrelationship of signs, as Thlselton makes clear. .Kev!? Hart 
articulates the issue in terms of interpretive strate~y by saymg: It turns 
out there are two ways of playing the game'-whlc~ he labels hermen
eutic and structuralist, and thereby points ~s not Just t~ texts but to 
readers also.21 For Thiselton the result IS an esse~ttally p~storal 
understanding of hermeneutics, drawing on Wittgens~em, Aust~n and 
Polanyi to underline the essential part played by the tacIt assumptIOns of 

. . ·tyn the mterpretmg commum . . ..... . 
Furthermore, since texts perform vanous functIOns It IS slmphstlc to 
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argue directly from deconstruction to theological methodY It begs the 
question of what a particular text is trying to do.z4 

These are valuable insights to which we return below, but first it must 
be noticed that they cut both ways. While on the one hand they should 
sound alarm bells when claims are made that in some sense deconstruc
tion as a philosophy of language represents an overall system for 
reading, we should equally beware of attempts to dismiss deconstruction 
out of hand as inadequate for any reading strategy. It is to this particular 
argument that we now turn. 

A recent paper by Michae1 Ovey explicitly aims to describe decon
struction and 'examine some ideas for rejecting it',25 and after an 
extremely cautious survey of literary approaches in general, turns to 
ways of rejecting deconstruction in particular. Ovey's particular 
concern, based on his view that its philosophical heritage is one of 
denying communication, is that deconstruction acts to 'undermine the 
doctrine of revelation' (which he clearly assumes to be a given, even 
though he does not say what it is).26 He thus mounts a three-fold attack. 

His first refutation is theological: that 'the God of orthodox Chris
tianity ... enjoys the advantages of both omnipotence and omni
science',27 which is perhaps a quick way of by-passing the issues of how 
we knew this, especially if we are supposed to have learned it from some 
text somewhere. It is a beautiful 'I see no ships' proof: apparently 
unaware to any extent of the reading strategies he has himself 
employed. 

. His second argument, which he calls 'philosophical', is the claim, 
dIscussed above (§II), that deconstruction is self-refuting. In the context 
of this Christian attack on deconstruction, we find it easier to see the 
problems with this argument. His intended proof by contradiction 
simply does not produce a contradiction which would unnerve a 
deconstructionist, who would instead feel that she is being mightily (if 
ironically) vindicated. How so? 

What Ovey would have us believe is that he has demonstrated that his 
ability to understand what the deconstructionists claim to be doing 
provides us with a counter-example to their very theory. But what he 
has actually done is read their theory in a certain way: actually, as he 
must, replacing the text with the meaning he assigns to it at a certain 
point in his reading;28 and this is precisely what the deconstructionists 
would say he has to do, except that they would be happy to play around 
with their own theory and show how such a replacement could be 
effected in various other ways too (e.g. a purported attempt to say that 
deconstruction reduces to an ironic affirmation of authorial intention by 
pretending to deny it). 

It is significant that it is only Ovey's third argument which convinces, 
and it is neither theological nor philosophical, but empirical: based on 
the observation that we do in fact use language successfully most of the 
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. r t h·l ophy of the later 
time.29 This claim eC~lOes the conven!~;~;: ef lu~dogmatic position 
Wittgenstein, and pomt~ ~~ t~ward~s possibfe fo affirm the suitability 
outlined above from ~hlc It eco~ in t es of cases. 
of deconstructive readmg strategy m~erta lt~~ugh it is possible to find 

Not all comm~ntators .go ~s f~~~~ns~r~dti~n essentially by observing 
people attemptm~ to ~I~ISS d.fonal Christian views of inspiration, 
that it sits un~~slly WIt I tra .~~out noticing that the challenge lies at 
authority, etc.; apparent y WI 
precisely this point.. . t nt half-truth in such a view: the 

Unwittingly there IS an Impor a. that in reading we make sense 
deconstructive c~all~ng~ is to re~og~I~~rtain way and constructing an 
of a text by filhng m ItS ga~s mf th text and that no matter how 
understanding ~ro~ the wor s owe ~ som~ oint have to jump from 
uncomfortable It mlg~t ~ake us t t I mov~ What then makes some 
signs to signifieds, whIch IS a !l0n- ex. U\ . 
readings better than others, If anyth~ng. f s of Thiselton et al. at the 

~er~, then, ~e can.return to thewOers~~~abl~~omething to do with how 
begmmng of thIs sectlOn. The ans h· h· made but this of course 

. fi d the move w IC IS, . 
approprzate we . n. . . rticular reading commumty. 
immediately relatlV~ses ~he J~dgm~nt to a ~:en by Ovey and Klein et al., 
The community whlc~ I~ bemg ta en as gt ne level there can be nothing 
is the tradition~l Chnsttan one, ~n1 on °t bout whether and in what 
wrong with t~I~: or rather .th~ J~ ~~~~l ~timately have to be decided 
sense the Chnsttan commumty IS g II d into the field of theological 
on non-textual grounds. We are prope e I can be held 

I . 'theology and anthropology no onger ... 
anthrofo ogy. .. bl be led to an analysis of the spmtuahty 
apart.' 1 We must also mevlta y. . f k· the meta-critical 

. . one cntena or ma mg . . 
of readmg stra~egles as Id f tile to suggest that the blbhcal 
judgments rteqbueITedde·cIo~~~:cteJ~e;e Uquestion must really be, How 
texts canno . 

apr;f~~~~~i!~: appropriate:ess ~.ll re~~~~~~~~d~~~ ~~~~~;::;~~:~ 
turn depend on two factors:.t ~ rea mg f deconstruction i.e. where a 
For the best path t? a Chnstla~tg~asp ~·saged we must therefore turn 
certain type of readmg commum .y IS en 1 , 

to particular deconstructive readmgs of texts. 

IV PLUNDERING THE EGYPTIANS: 
DECONSTRUCTIVE READINGS 

. f f I passages are thin on the 
Actual deconstru~tive readmgs 0 ~a; ~~~ ~nlY Crossan and Miscall as 
ground: Longman s 1987 surve~ c~u reference to Semeia 23 (subtitled 
examples of the .a~proach, d~n ') IS ·1 d the fact that the essays it 
'Derr~da and Blbh~fial tSt~s I:~ ar~~~ ~ength or as Seeley put it, they 
con tamed kept specI c ex ' 
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were 'more accurately described as rumination than Derridean 
exegesis,.33 The output remains low. 

1. New Testament Readings 

Stephen Moore somewhat dominates this field, pioneering a poststruc
turalist approach to the New Testament, and particularly the gospels.34 

A flavour of his approach can be grasped from his Derridean reading of 
the Water motif in John's gospel,35 which works through a two-stage 
deconstruction of the woman-at-the-weII episode. Moore first reverses 
our expectations by playing with the literal/figurative debate about how 
to take Jesus' words: Jesus holds to a literal/figurative dualism and is not 
referring to real water when he talks of the woman's need; she on the 
other hand sees the two as inseparable. Yet by the time that the highly 
symbolic and literal water flows from Jesus' side on the cross, bringing in 
the new world-order that Jesus promised the Samaritan woman, the 
spiritual has been shown to be inextricable from the physical. Voila 
~the woman was right and Jesus was wrong. The hierarchy of the text is 
exploded by reversing the oppositions, and water floods everywhere. 

Moore writes engagingly, and-to freeze his metaphor for a 
rnoment--skates easily around his text, rearranging John's signs semi
otically to point in hitherto unsuspected directions. He could, 'should 
space permit it or strategy require it', reverse the reversed reading,36 
and point wherever he wanted to. Here, then, we have a fine example of 
a reading which is impressive technically, but which is appropriate only 
in the sense that it is of academic interest. As argued above, the reasons 
for choosing not to follow him will have to be non-textual. Perhaps one 
might say that his ability to show us that the text can be hydraulically 
deconstructed and capsized does not in this instance persuade us that he 
has shed any light on the purposes for which we admit the text into our 
community-shaping canon. At which point both he and we might be 
happy, and agree to differ, although one might mount the further 
argument (moving on to spiritual ground) that in this case our commun
ity is concerned with some such non-textual signification as relationship 
with Jesus and that for non-textual reasons one position on this is not 
much like the other position. 

Here Derrida's decentering, with which Moore has ably flooded 
John's gospel, has relativised the truth to one way of looking at things: 
one particular way of making literal/figurative judgments throughout 
the narrative. But if the reader's aim in reading John is to meet with the 
God who created her (and created her as a reader, no less) it is not clear 
that this need be a problem for her, yea even as an evangelical. Game, 
set and match to Moore, who thereby loses everything. Which is often 
how it goes in the gospels. 

Very different in nature is Seeley's attempt at what is almost a 
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deconstructive survey of the New Testament, aiming to show fellow 
biblical scholars that 'Derrida is already toiling in our vineyard'. 37 His 
book is a fascinating, if uneven, study of the various New Testament 
authors: essentially attempting to marry together the concerns of more 
traditional scholarship with the benefits of a strategy which explicitly 
looks for tensions and inconsistencies. Here a comment made by Moore 
comes into its own: that deconstruction can be distinguished from 
various types of literary criticism by its willingness to embrace aporias 
(or fundamental contradictions) as the genuine intent of a passage 
rather than seek some account to 'explain' them.38 Seeley is certainly 
happy to let the aporias stand. 

Thus Mark writes a gospel which moves inexorably towards the 
essential death of Jesus, but Mark does not know why Jesus has to die;39 
Matthew allows differing views of how salvation is to be obtained to 
jostle side by side, undermining and deconstructing each other, but 
perhaps representing the confusion of his authoritative, incompatible 
sources;40 Paul composes a letter to the Romans which confuses his two 
different evangelistic messages (one for the Jews, one for the Gentiles) 
and which therefore leads to the tortuous argumentation of that famous 
epistle, as he starts with the wrong argument (1) and works his way back 
to the right one;41 and Luke and John are shown to be story-tellers 
whose narrative art and ideology respectively hide contentless yet 
winninA accounts of a Jesus whom they themselves scarcely under
stood. 

Seeley's deconstruction is very much on the 'close reading' end of the 
spectrum, and he clearly repudiates the notion that it is tantamount to 
interpretive anarchy.43 The real value of his book is in the way it forces 
the reader into examining the way he deals with tension in the 
narratives. If perhaps Seeley is too quick to cry 'aporial' whenever there 
is tension, he is sometimes successful with the more modest goal of 
showing how the close reading variety of deconstruction can turn out to 
be the conservative way of dealing with a text. This is clearest with his 
patient willingness to let Matthew's gospel have its full multi-vocal say 
on salvation and law-keeping; and his provocative: 'Those who would 
read Matthew as healing this division must engage to a considerable 
degree in eisegesis. ,44 Whether this finding is anything to shout about 
will, as with Moore, have to be decided on non-textual grounds. 

More in the traditional vein of watching signs skip over signifieds is 
Burnett's analysis of Matthew, where the proper name 'Jesus' always 
moves beyond the reach of a decidable presence.45 This theme of 
presence and absence so beloved of deconstructionists provides· a 
suitable foil for Burnett's pursuit of a christological key for reading 
Matthew, and he concludes that we only track down the name in a 
particular reading, but that the text does not let us decide which reading 
we should adopt. The elusiveness is then helpful, for Burnett, to show 
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tha.t Jesus leaves Matthew's os el wit . 
whIch compels the reader t

g 
fP II 4~ no presence but WIth a trail 

. 0 0 ow. The pro . 
captu~ed by a SIgnified. The value of t . per. name IS never 
there IS no one christolo 'c I k he study IS not Just to show that 
!lIustrate the wider the;:e atha~\~~ ~~~hew's gosp~l, b~t perhaps to 
mseparable mix of presence and absence 47 of the BIble IS always an 

Here deconstruction provides th '. . 
prove to be liberating for Our under:t~~~~gon~s ;hlch J?ay ~ctually yet 
a God who relates to eo I b t ng 0 t e relatIOnshIp between 
impli,cations are drawn Pout i~ d~t~i1bb a~d by:pa~si~g a text. These 
John s gospel where he p . h Y chad s SImIlar approach to 
. . ' ercelVes t e te' b 
mdetermmacy of the Johannine 'W d' d nSlon etween the cosmic 
of the incarnation as mirrorin ~~ an the scandalous particularity 
tension. 48 He even asserts: g e essence of the deconstructive 

Deconstruction's Christian name' R '. 
the resurrected Word does t .IS ~surrectton m the sense that 
doing anticipates Pentecost~nbUSt~ ~ff.~t ev~ry limit but in so 
loosening of tongues which marks th

a 
b.1 therafti°hn of words, Or 

. ' e 1T 0 t e church 49 
ThIs suggestive use of deconstruction . . . 
understanding theology is some h t as an orgaOlsmg category for 
least to be pursuing the argume~t ~ ;ague afnd shado~y, but seems at 

n erms 0 approprzate spirituality. 

2. Old Testament Readings 

Hebrew narrative has proved to be ~. . 
between reaping and sowing M' 11 ert.lle S?tl for locating slippage 
Old Testament passages: Ge~es~:c;2_~~0:~~e; ~xtended reading.s o~ two 
to focus on the gaps and indeterm' '. amuel 16-22. HIS aIm is 
textual analysis he successfully d macles m the narrative, and by careful 
character is undecidable, or that.~Z~~!~ate,s tha~, for,instance, David's 
open to different interpretations 50 Th am s actlOn~ m Genesis 12 are 
way of looking at things, and Miscal~ ~ext authonses m?re than one 
commentary (without calling it th t) t d mploys the ~evICe of meta
ease the principle that comme t t a 0 k emonstrate ~lth consummate 
by filli~g !n the gaps. 51 n a ors ma e sense ofthelr narratives only 

But It IS entirely unclear what h h 
observes the commentators twisting ~h' opes to prove by this. As he 
Samuel 17 (e.g. with its probl l' I~ way ~nd that to smooth out 1 
writes: ema IC sword verses 50 and 51), he 

The issue is not whether th ·ft " 
etc., will be read or not. th: ;fsecI . c text WIth Its details, lacunae, 
analysis the specific te~t will ~e IS how.and at what point in the 
reduced to other 'texts'.52 e put aSIde and replaced by or 
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Whether he intends this as a triumphant accusation or an unusu~lly luci~ 
articulation of the necessary nature of commentary is left unsaId, but It 
is in fact the latter, and a very important point too. It is in the nature of 
texts and reading that we do what Mis~all says v:e .must,. as we h~ve 
argued earlier, and we can o~ly than~ hIm ~or pomtmg thIs out. It IS a 
separate and altogether less ImpressIve. claIm th~t the necessary con
sequence of this is that texts rem am und~cldable .. ~ather, the 
consequence is that decidability requires some kmd of (slgmfied).world 
implied by the text, not just the signs of the text, and some assertt?n on 
the part of the reader; or perhaps on~ might ~ay that he has sImply 
shown that a text without a reader IS undecIdable. We have thus 
discovered another route to the issue of relativisation to a particular 
reading community. Miscall's work is only tang:nt~a!~ de~onstructi~e, 
being much more an early model of a 'close readmg, but It does po~nt 
the way towards the niche within literary criticism which deconstructlve 
readings have developed in biblical studie.s. .. 

This niche is most prominently occupIed by Davld Chn~s, ~hose 
analysis of Job is probably the best ex~mp1e of deconstr~ctlOn m the 
field. Clines draws on Culler's formulatIOn of deconstructlVe strategy, 
aware that he is thereby cutting his cloth to suit his purpose: 

To de construct a discourse is to show how it undermines the 
philosophy it asserts, or the hierarchical oppositions on which it 
relies. 54 

This turns out to be a gift for his analysis of Job, since he is able to 
conclude that 'deconstructive strategy eliminates dogma as dogma' ,55 

which is precisely what seems to be happening ov~r. the v~xed questi0!l 
in the book of Job of what kind of person suffers: IS It the nghteous or IS 
it those who in some sense deserve suffering? Clines demonstrates how 
the body of the book cries out to say that it is unj~st that J?b suffer.s, and 
in some sense challenges the dogma of retributIOn, u~tll t?e epllog~e 
gaily restores Job's camels, oxen, donkeys and .offspnng, m short hIS 
prosperity, and undercuts the very challenge whIch the book has m~de 
so ably. Furthermore, the reader is left puzzled over the ext~nt to whIch 
Job can be a model, since he is described in the book's opemng verse as 
'blameless and upright', which makes the blameworthy reader uncom-, 
fortable about Job's relevance as a model. 

For Clines, the book of Job is 'inoculated against its deconstruct
ability by its rhetoric' ,56 which is how, i!l this case, he is abl~ to hold th~ 
essential position that deconstruction IS not the same a~ mcoherence. 
The deconstruction is subtle: assertion and counterassertton operate at 
different levels with different voices and yet co-exist in the text once one 
knows how to look for them. This key distinction secures the success of 
his analysis, because it coheres in turn with the purpose of t~e book of 
Job. Indeed, Clines himself avers that we had all along expenenced the 
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disorientation which the book offers as 'the psychological registering of 
the deconstr~ction that was in progress', but that until now we had had 
no n~me for It a~d ?e~ce had not been able to appreciate it properly. 57 

ThIS subtlety IS slgmficant, for in his subsequent forays into decon
st~u.ctive reading this essential tension has collapsed, and he seems 
wII~mg to. reduce. deconstruction to incoherence, and often a rather 
obhque kmd of mcoherence at that. Thus Psalm 24 is shown to 
dec~nstruct itself .in four ways, but these seem to be the result of some 
partIcularly creatIve gap-filhng exercises on the reader's part with 
reader wh~ is unwil!in~ to make any allowance for poetry either. Fo~ 
exa!flple, hIS first claIm IS that the whole earth is the Lord's but that th 
notlO~ o~ a holy hill 'decons~ru~ts' this;~8 but if there is any tension at a~ 
~ere It IS not clear why It IS not sImply contradiction and hence 
Incoherence. 

Perhaps ~he agenda ?t work here is made more explicit in his 
deconstructlOn of Haggal, where he shows to his own satisfaction that 
the. boo~ of Hag~ai is a piece of propaganda and that Christian readings 
of I~ wh~ch find It possible to affirm the book's ideology are thereby 
buymg .mto the same. propaganda.59 But we arrive again at the 
~~nc!uslon of Our analysIs of Moore's writing: yes there is an ideological 
bIas ~t work, but the only alternative would be an unrealistic 

repre.sslOn ~f t~e. human identity of the reader in the hope of some 
myt~lc?l obJectlVlty,. and Clines' appeal here to the Enlightenment age 
?f bIblIcal s~holarshlp per?ap~ focuses the issue in ways he does not 
Intend. Agam, deco~structt?n IS shown to be of little use in the details, 
and.on the grand phtlosophlcallevel (which is where Clines seems to be 
h?p~ng to show ~omething) it decentres the so-called logocentrism of 
bl?hcal scho~arshlp, and the Christian finds himself responding with a 
SUItably cautIous 'Amen'. Who is deconstructing what? 

v. LOCATING CHRISTIANITY ON THE DECENTRED MAP 

W~ have. surveyed the terrain both from on high, watching the 
phtlos?phlcal duels over the nature of interpretive strategy, and from 
down In the trenches of the text, very much under fire and riddled with 
gaps as those texts have proved to be. Our aim has been to steer a path 
bet~een, on the.one hand, the wholesale rejection of deconstruction as 
a phllo~op~y ~hl~h seems ultimately to rest on a denial of the evidence 
about hngUI.stlc ~hppage as well as a profound misunderstanding of what 
deconstructJo~ ~s .about; and, on the other hand, a Willingness to 
embrace semIotIc freeplay and celebrate textual indeterminacy which 
seems to be not only dancing with the dragon (or any other chaos 
monster) but t~ be inadvertently (and delightfully, deconstructively) 
wedded to Enhghtenment rationality. This path largely uncharted 
seems to offer the Christian a way through the her:neneutical minefield 
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which offers immense promise for developing a Christian understanding 
of how God communicates through the Bible. 

Where are we, then, on the hermeneutical map? Some pointers must 
suffice. Firstly, we must not end up defending the Enlightenment just 
because its canons of rationality provided clear demarcation of right and 
wrong in interpretation. That would be ironic in the extreme.60 We 
seriously run the risk of straining out the gnats of deconstructive 
infelicity while swallowing the camels of deadening Enlightenment, 
dualism. 

Secondly, all reading is interpretation, and deconstruction is less 
about denying the possibility of communication and rather about 
making explicit the kind of interpretive stance that any reading betrays. 
There can be little problem with this, if we are careful. 

It should lead us, thirdly, to ask questions about the nature of humans 
as readers, and ask what kind of gap-filling and general interpretive 
strategy are appropriate for Christians. 61 If we are created in the image 
of God then the kind of interpretation which will make sense of who we 
are will, for example, implicitly acknowledge the role of the Holy Spirit 
in our interpretive activity. 

A world-view centred on relationship, and with an understanding of 
textuality which has freed truth to function in personal contexts, will be 
better able to do justice to the Christian agenda than any strategy which 
rests on depersonalised objectivity. In the process we will be able to nod 
in the direction of the deconstructionists, acknowledge our indebtedness 
to their critique of objective ideology, and thereby disarm it most 
comprehensively. Which is quite a stunning victory out of defeat, in 
fact. 
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